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Banks play an important role in the economy, since 
they channel funds from households and enterprises 
which are net savers to those who are net borrowers [1]. 

Over recent years, a number of studies have in fact 
concluded that credit markets play an essential role in 
transmitting monetary policy initiatives to the real econ-
omy. There are a number of flaws in financial markets, 
such as in the granting of credit, which may hamper the 
way enterprises and households spend, to the extent that 
such flaws may prevent them from obtaining the financ-
ing requested [2].  

Up to January 2003, the Eurosystem only had quanti-
tative information on the credit market, that is, statistics 
for interest rates applied and credit granted by the banks. 
The European Central Bank (ECB) sought to complete 
these statistics and understand them better by carrying 
out a Bank Lending Survey (BLS) covering the private 

banks of member states. The survey in Portugal is being 
carried out by the Banco de Portugal. 

In this context, it seems to be important to develop a 
system to help economic analysts to understand the 
changes in the credit standards and credit conditions 
applied to the approval of loans, facilitating in this way 
the preparation of economic studies and projections.  

For this purpose, we have created a software system 
using a Case-Based Reasoning approach (CBR). This 
system forecasts the credit standards and conditions 
used by the banks when granting credit. It also provides 
an evaluation of the objective and subjective factors 
underlying the forecast. The CBR system developed 
uses the qualitative data collected through the Bank 
Lending Survey related to the Portuguese banks. The 
CBR system was developed in ������ programming 
language. 

CBR is an Artificial Intelligence technique used to 
solve problems where human analogy reasoning is simu-
lated. This kind of reasoning allows us to solve a new 
problem through the adaptation of the way analogous 
problems have been solved in the past. 

The choice of a CBR approach is linked to the fact 
that the technique provides automatic knowledge acqui-
sition in poorly understood areas which are not easily 
approached through other techniques [3]. In this context, 
the CBR can even function as a cognitive model to fore-
cast and analyse aspects of human thought and behav-
iour using past experiences [4]. 

The CBR system developed by us adapts past cases 
of credit decisions to forecast the future credit granting 
behaviour of economic agents. We have developed 
specific heuristics to compute the similarity between the 
current problem and previous cases during recall of 
similar cases, and to adapt the decision specified in the 
selected similar case to the new problem. In this study, 
the traditional CBR reasoning mechanism was extended 
with the possibility of representing hypotheses, which 
are used to capture subjective factors that influence 
credit decisions. In this paper, these subjective factors 
are called economic sentiment. 

To evaluate the system, its results were compared 
with the answers collected from the BLS survey for the 
1st and 2nd quarters of 2005.   

The findings show that the system provides good 
quality predictions of the economic agents who are 
granting loans. Although quantification is somewhat 



 

difficult, specifically for the conditions under which the 
credit is granted since replies here are qualitative, the 
system correctly predicted 90% of the approving the 
loan decisions. As could have been foreseen, the sys-
tem’s accuracy improves as its case base of previous 
cases becomes more comprehensive. The findings sup-
port the notion that CBR can be applied as a simple, 
intuitive and plausible process to cope with uncertain 
situations [3], capable of generating effective solutions 
for problems where the decision-making process is not 
known or when there is no deterministic model captur-
ing the relationship between the problems and the solu-
tions [5]. 

The tests also show that in both analysed segments 
(enterprises and households), economic sentiment has a 
decisive influence on standards applied to the approval 
of loans and the remaining conditions underlying the 
granting of credit. 

This article is organised as follows. Section II pre-
sents an overview of the CBR approach and its advan-
tages. Section III briefly describes the Bank Lending 
Survey, whose data was used in the developed system. 
Section IV presents the proposed CBR approach. Sec-
tion V evaluates the proposed approach to forecast 
credit granting decisions. It provides a comparison be-
tween the system forecasts with the actual replies to the 
survey in the two quarters following those that have 
been used as input to the database. Finally, section VI 
presents conclusions and future research. 
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CBR is an Artificial Intelligence technique used to 
solve problems where human analogy reasoning is simu-
lated. Through analogy reasoning, new problems are 
solved by the adaptation of solutions used to solve pre-
vious similar problems. The most significant advantage 
of CBR is that it does not rely on knowledge / models 
capturing general relations in the domain. Instead, it 
searches, calls up, reuses and adapts past experiences 
(representing previous specific problems) to solve an 
existing situation [6]. 

The CBR technique has been described many times 
as “remember and adapt” or “remember and compare” 
[7]. It uses the following general methodology to gener-
ate a solution for a new problem using analogy with a 
previously solved problem: 

- Identifying the current problem, 
- Searching for similar cases in the case base, 
- Generating a new solution for the current problem 

using solutions from similar stored problems, 
- Deciding if the new case (current problem and gen-

erated solution) should be added to the case base. 
This method is based on the assumption that, in the 

CBR application domain, similar problems with similar 
solutions tend to occur. 

It is accepted now that CBR is made up of four com-
ponents or main processes, usually referred in the litera-
ture as the four “Rs”: retrieve, reuse, revise and retain, 
as illustrated in figure 1. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

��&��#�4���The CBR cycle  

In ideal situations, the previous experiences which 
are retrieved from the case base can be reused directly to 
solve new problems. However, in many situations, past 
cases need to be revised (adapted) so as to obtain good 
solutions for new problems. These may in turn be re-
tained and thus be added as new cases. 

For the field of this study, the application of a rule-
based system [8] is inadequate because there are no 
available fully understood and well structured general 
rules capturing the relationships between problems and 
credit decisions. Besides, it is believed that rule-based 
decision-making in the credit granting domain would not 
be enough since credit granting decisions depend on 
human intervention in situations where economic cir-
cumstances can be interpreted in a number of different 
ways. A rule-based system requires the acquisition of 
general knowledge in any given field and its conversion 
into a formal system, which is not currently available. A 
case-based system, however, does not require such ac-
quisition of general knowledge. It is based on the use of 
analogies between the new problem and past specific 
cases (problem-solution); it does not involve the abstrac-
tion need by the rule-based approach. 

Another advantage of CBR over rule-based systems 
is that the former is amenable to the incremental devel-
opment of knowledge, which means that less initial 
knowledge is required [9]. 

There are obvious problems in choosing a single 
technique for solving problems in poorly understood 
domains, where modelling is complex or information is 
difficult to acquire. A variety of techniques have been 
used to solve the problems that arise during the CBR 
cycle. There has been increasing development of hybrid 
systems, specifically the combination of techniques such 
as fuzzy logic, neural networks and genetic algorithms 
with CBR [10, 11, 12]. Some authors even maintain that 
CBR is not a technique but a methodology, combining a 
number of the techniques mentioned above [9].  

Bearing in mind the characteristics of the problem 
(lack of knowledge, not fully understood) it was decided 
to choose a pure CBR approach to better understand and 
control the experiments phase. 
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A system based on CBR also has great potential when 
it comes to learning. This is because its learning process 
is relatively simple: existing problems can be stored as 
new cases in the system case base, improving the proc-
ess of finding good solutions to new problems. Stored 
cases may represent successful or unsuccessful solutions 
to previous problems, and thus contribute to prevent 
repetition of wrong decisions. 

There are no specific references in CBR research re-
lating to the problem of forecasting credit granting deci-
sions, maybe due to the fact that this is a very specific 
emerging area. Indeed, only in 2002 did the European 
National Central Banks (NCBs) begin to come to grips 
with understanding what leads commercial banks to 
grant credit. Up to that point, credit market analysis in 
Europe’s NCBs was made on an ��	
�� basis using 
statistics on interest rates and the amount of credit 
granted. 

Be that as it may, reference can be made to the posi-
tive work in the application of CBR in application do-
mains close to the present study [13] [14] [15]. 
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The credit market is extremely relevant for an as-
sessment of how economies work. With this in mind, in 
2003, the Eurosystem created a quarterly survey of the 
credit market in the euro area. This is carried out in 
Portugal by the Banco de Portugal. The aim is to gather 
information on the factors, criteria and conditions ap-
plied to credit granting, beyond the cost of credit (the 
interest rate). 

This survey on the credit market will boost the avail-
able information and will help in the interpretation of 
European Central Bank (ECB) statistics on the criteria 
and conditions used for granting credit, along with the 
factors underlying the decision. The statistics show, for 
instance, how the amount of loans evolves but not the 
reasons for such evolution. Apart from this, the informa-
tion obtained from the credit market survey should pro-
vide a clearer view of future economic developments 
and simplify the task of forecasting. This is above all 
true in changes anticipated in the patterns of credit and 
the demand for loans [2].  

Other central banks (such as the US Federal Reserve 
and the Bank of Japan) have for some time been analys-
ing qualitative information on the credit market. Their 
experience shows that this kind of information can pro-
vide important data for assessing past and future eco-
nomic developments [16]. 

The survey takes the form of a questionnaire sent to 
those in charge of the banks’ credit policy. This is nor-
mally a member of the board or the chairperson on the 
bank’s credit committee. There are 18 questions on the 
credit market trend up to the present and the forecast for 
the future. These are the questions which are relevant for 
the two classes of borrowers analysed in this study, that 
is, enterprises and households. The questions are all 
qualitative. The value of the information gathered from 
this questionnaire is that it is obtained directly from the 

lenders (the banks). These institutions are in the best 
position to assess whether a loan is approved in specific 
circumstances on the basis of criteria not related to price 
and, if so, why this is the case. 
The aim is of course to obtain information on the array 
of factors which have a bearing on the criterion used for 
the approval of loans, along with the conditions pertain-
ing to the credit which is granted. 

7*����	���
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It is difficult for economists to interpret the results 
and forecast the future behaviour of economic agents 
who grant credit, given the fact that information gather-
ing on the factors underlying the granting of credit only 
began in January 2003. 

The credit market is extremely relevant for an as-
sessment of how economies work as the conditions 
prevailing in this market may affect the process of 
transmission of the monetary policy to economic activ-
ity. It is particularly important for the ECB Council to 
assess monetary and economic developments in the euro 
area, and understanding the way monetary policy relates 
with the decision-making process relating to credit 
granting decisions [2]. 

Bearing this in mind, a software system using a CBR 
approach is proposed as an application developed spe-
cifically as a tool for the economic analyst for forecast-
ing the behaviour of economic agents in the credit con-
ditions and credit standards applied to the approval of 
loans. In particular, the system aims at finding answers 
to the following questions: 

- Decision-making – foresee the decisions of eco-
nomic agents relating to the criterion for loan ap-
proval and the conditions inherent to credit grant-
ing (spread, length of the contract and guarantees 
requested), 

- Decision factors – foresee what factors determine 
changes in the behaviour of economic agents when 
granting credit. For example, to what extent an in-
crease in pressure from competition among banks 
will ease or tighten credit, 

- The economic sentiment – to what extent this sen-
timent (expectations regarding economic activity in 
general, sectors or the risks attached to guarantees) 
conditions decisions. 

The proposed system extends the traditional CBR ap-
proach with hypotheses that are used to capture the 
economic sentiment of the policy makers regarding the 
general economic evolution. This new mechanism al-
lows the system to predict the decisions that would be 
made if the specified hypotheses were satisfied. That is, 
the answer is X if the hypothesis H is holds. The hy-
pothesis may also be used as an additional condition of 
the problem. The introduction of this hypotheses 
mechanism in the CBR system developed provides the 
means to represent the economic sentiment of the eco-
nomic agents regarding their subjective perception of 
state and evolution of the economy. The aim here is to 
assess the importance of subjective economic expecta-



 

tions in the decisions of economic agents who grant 
credit. A further contribution is the heuristic used to 
compute the similarity between the new problem and 
previous stored cases of credit granting decisions. 

The generic case structure takes the following form: 
- The problem is specified as a set of objective fac-

tors relating to a given situation in which the credit 
granting decision is to be made, 

- The hypothesis is a single condition representing 
the economic sentiment of the decision-maker, 

- The solution is the decision regarding credit grant-
ing. It specifies a set of actions relative to credit 
granting. 

The CBR system developed describes each case with 
the following structure: 

���������������������������������������������
The ��������� component is made up of a series of 

literals: [C1, C2, …, Cn]. Each literal Ci has the following 
structure:  

�������������������������������
The ������� represents one relevant characteristic of 

the domain, such as the cost of funds. The list of factors 
is as follows: 

- Cost of funds, 
- Pressure from competition, 
- Financing needs, 
- Demand for loans, 
- Supply of loans, 
- Debt restructuring, 
- Use of alternative finance, 
- Loans for house purchase, 
- Consumer credit, 
- Bank’s liquidity position. 

In relation to the arguments ���� and ������� ���	
�����, the first refers to the credit institution while the 
second relates to the tendency associated to the factor. 
The values allowed for the tendency are as follows: 
increase, unchanged, decrease and non-existence. 

The ��������� reflects objective factors in the survey 
which are taken into account in the decision-making by 
the economic agent.  

The��������������������is represented in the follow-
ing way: 

������������������������������������������������	
��������

 The� ��������� ���������� reflects subjective factors 
in the survey which can influence the banks’ decisions. 
It was decided, at this stage of the work, to use a single 
predicate covering all the subjective aspects of the situa-
tion: expectations as to the economy in general, sectors 
or risks relating to the guarantees requested. 

The argument ��������� ��������� �������� ex-
presses the combination of these subjective features. Its 
possible values are as follow: very optimistic, optimistic, 
neutral, pessimistic and very pessimistic. 

Using this literal, the forecast made by the system re-
garding the decision to grant credit can be related to 
various hypotheses. 

The ������� component is made of a set of literals: 
[D1, D2, …, Dm], where each literal Dj has the following 
structure: 

�����������������������������������
The ������� is the predicate of the solution and 

represents the behaviour of the bank related to the credit 
decision. The predicates considered are as follows: 

- Approval of loans, 
- Collateral requirements, 
- Maturity, 
- Spread. 

In relation to the arguments, the first argument of 
each literal relates to the credit institution while the 
second refers to the tendency of the result obtained for a 
specific institution. The list of tendencies for predicate-
decision is as follows: 

- Tightened considerably, 
- Tightened somewhat, 
- Unchanged, 
- Eased somewhat, 
- Eased considerably. 

As an illustration, a specific case is presented: 
��������� �� �!��������������������

����!�� ���� ���"������������������	�#�������$���
��������� ����������������"��������$��
��""��%�� �� ���������������
���������&
������
�"���������������
������������������$�' 

('� �������	�������"�����
The system starts by checking the case base relating 

to enterprises or to households, according to the current 
problem. It searches for the most similar cases to the 
problem currently described to the system. 

The basis for computing the similarity between cases 
weights the similarity associated to the ��������� and 
the similarity associated with the ������������������. 

The cases are selected when their similarity with the 
current problem exceeds the minimum level of similarity 
specified to the system. To this end, two levels of simi-
larity were taken into consideration: one, more restric-
tive, for a first assessment of the cases and another one, 
less restrictive, for a further assessment when no cases 
are found satisfying the more restrictive similarity crite-
rion. A 0.7 value was taken as the lower limit for the 
first similarity level and 0.5 for the second. The choice 
of these values was experimentally chosen.  

Once the cases are selected, the next stage is the iden-
tification of the case or cases with the highest degree of 
similarity. If only one case is found, the problem is 
solved by adapting the solution of the selected case. 
Where various cases are found with the same degree of 
similarity, the economic analyst will have to decide on 
the best solution. In both situations, if a new case is 
created, it will automatically be added to a specific case 
base for storing new cases that were not directly re-
trieved from the answers to the survey. It is the eco-
nomic analyst who makes the decision of whether or not 
to put the cases in the main case base. 
In terms of retention, it is important to mention that the 
economic analyst has the final word regarding the inclu-



 

sion in the main case base, whereas inclusion is auto-
matic for the secondary case base (as long as similarity 
is less than 1). 

If there are no situations where the similarity thresh-
old is reached, a second process is computed and poten-
tially similar cases are selected. The basis for this is the 
less restrictive similarity criterion [lower limit, upper 
limit[ (where the upper limit corresponds to the lower 
limit in the more restrictive criterion). The parameteriza-
tion proposed corresponds to the interval [0.5, 0.7[. 

When the best case or cases have been found using 
this second criterion, the condition attached to each case 
or cases will be adapted using the method of predicate 
instantiation. This procedure uses a table of predicates 
synonyms in the form: 

 ���������)���*� 
This clause means that the predicates P1 and P2 are 

synonymous. For example, the clause ���������������
��
�%��!��� ������� ���� ����� means that the �������
��
�%��!� is considered synonymous with the �������
���� ����' After any substitution of predicates deemed 
necessary, the system again compares the problem with 
adapted cases, proposing the solution of the best case. 
The solved problem becomes a new case, which is, 
automatically added to the secondary case base (derived 
cases not resulting from the survey). 

+'� ��������������"!������
The similarity of two cases results from weighting the 

similarity of the ��������� with the similarity of the 
Hypothesis (i.e., economic sentiment). The result de-
rives from the following calculation: 

- Calculation of the similarity of the ��������� (S1), 
- Calculation (if necessary) of the similarity of the 
������������������ (S2), 

- Calculation of general similarity (S) : S = S1*S2. 
The similarity of the ��������� (S1) is given as fol-

lows: 

����
����

����
++1

1
 

 
where: 

���� – Difference between the number of literals in 
the problem and in a case. 

���� – The sum of the literals in the problem with 
the number of the literals in a case. 

���� – The sum of the differences found by compar-
ing the elements which make up a problem and the ele-
ments corresponding to a case. This will therefore be the 
sum of the differences relative to the predicates and the 
arguments. 
For the calculation of ����, the following factors were 
taken into consideration: 

- The difference between predicates, 
- The difference relating to the tendency argument. 

The number of conditions in the problem and in the 
previous case is important, because the importance of 

the number of different predicates will increase as the 
dimension of the problem and the previously existing 
case decreases. The corollary of this premise is that the 
difference between the predicates should be weighted by 
1/n, in which n=max (P,C) is the maximum between the 
problem dimension and the dimension of the previously 
existing case.  

In the same way, the dimension is also relevant when 
arguments have to be differentiated. This being so, it 
was decided that the difference between arguments 
should be computed as follows: 

- Difference between remote tendencies: 1/n   
- Difference between close tendencies:   1/4n  

(n = max (P,C)) 
As the number of conditions increases, the weight of 

a differential factor (argument or predicate) leads to less 
influence on the value of the overall similarity. 

The weighting of the differences between arguments 
is more or less important depending on the values being 
compared. It was therefore decided to give greater 
weight to remote tendencies 1/n and lesser weight to 
close tendencies (1/4n). For instance, the difference 
between the tendencies “increase” and “reduction” will 
therefore, as a corollary, have more weight than the 
difference between the tendencies “increase” and “un-
changed” or “unchanged” and “decrease”. 

When the predicates are different, no weighting is 
given to the differences of arguments since it is taken 
that these may not make sense, i.e., an increase associ-
ated with a predicate may correspond to a reduction 
relative to another predicate, in terms of influence on 
whether credit is granted. 

When the number of different predicates is the same 
as the maximum between the new problem conditions 
and the previously existing case condition it was decided 
not to consider the existing case as a potential solution.  

The proposed formula and weightings for similarity 
computation were chosen so that the computation could 
be as general as possible, independent of specific situa-
tions and resulting from an empirical analysis of the 
facts already recorded. The introduced factors which 
take into consideration the number of literals were put in 
on the understanding that both the sum and the number 
of literals are quantitative factors of relevance to sepa-
rate out different situations. 

The representation of the economic sentiment reflects 
the subjective factors considered in this study: expecta-
tions relating to the economy in general, the prospects 
for certain sectors or enterprises and the risks attached 
to requested guarantees. The representation of this sen-
timent in the hypotheses, as already mentioned, allows 
its importance in the decision-making process to be 
assessed. For example, it would be possible to assess the 
impact on a solution by changing the tendency (optimist, 
pessimist) of the economic sentiment.  

In terms of economic sentiment, the similarity crite-
rion was defined as follows: 

- Similarity = 1, when economic sentiment is the 
same, 



 

- Similarity = 0.9, when the tendencies are close: 
very optimistic and optimistic or  
very pessimistic and pessimistic 

- Similarity = 0, in any other situation. 
The value chosen for the similarity in situations 

where tendencies are close is justified by the considera-
tion that they will not be very different, from the practi-
cal and subjective point of view. In relation to other 
situations, at this stage of the study, they are not taken 
into consideration because they are difficult to judge. 

Since the similarity between cases is S1*S2, it is nec-
essary to assume a value for S2 when the new problem 
or the previously existing case do not have economic 
sentiment. We have chosen the value 0.8, for the follow-
ing reasons: The chosen value had to be less than 0.9 
(the value of a case with economic sentiment where the 
tendency is close to the problem). The chosen value 
would have to be sufficiently high to allow these cases 
(without economic sentiment) to be considered. A case 
without economic sentiment is considered to be less 
relevant than a case with an approximate economic 
sentiment. 

The proposed similarity criterion derives from the 
idea that, in addition to the formal methods to model the 
human behaviour, it is also important to conduct an 
empirical analysis in order to consider the multiples 
aspects and the uncertainty associated to the domain 
specific scenarios [5]. 

7*� 
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The fundamental objective of the performed tests was 
to assess the capacity of the system to come up with 
answers in the main area of concern – as a tool to help 
the economic analyst to forecast and understand the 
behaviour of economic agents responsible for granting 
credit. One of the specific aims was to assess the role 
played by the economic sentiment in the decision-
making process of those granting credit. The tests were 
carried out on the two segments of the market, enter-
prises and households, for which two case bases were 
used. 

The Eurosystem has set out rules on confidentiality, 
regarding both the identification of banks taking part in 
the survey and also the individual replies. Our case 
bases were therefore built on aggregate data from indi-
vidual replies, in line with the information published 
quarterly by the Banco de Portugal. 

('� ,�����������&��
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To illustrate how the system can be used, let us take 

the following economic case: 
- Market behaviour is improving, 
- The cost of funds is increasing, 
- Competition between the banks is decreasing, 
- There is a pessimistic economic sentiment as re-

gards the economy in general. 
To find the reply (the forecast) from the system, the 

procedures for a CBR approach are carried out through 
������� language� interpreter. Two procedures were run: 

the first relating to the main similarity criterion and the 
other relating to the second. 

 
1. Basic procedure carried out (1st criterion) 
�
��%� ��������(enterprise, 
[market_behaviour (bank, increase),  
 cost_of_funds (bank, increase), 
 pressure_from_competition (bank, decrease)],     
[economic_sentiment (bank, pessimistic)]). 
 
Result: 
'''������!�������!����)������������� 
 
As no solution was found, the procedure for the sec-

ond, less restrictive criterion was carried out. 
 
2. Second procedure carried out (2nd criterion) 
�
���%�* ������� (enterprise, 
[market_behaviour (bank, increase), 
 cost_of_funds (bank, increase), 
 pressure_from_competition (bank, decrease)],   
[economic_sentiment (bank, pessimistic)]). 

Result: 
 
���������
[market_behaviour (bank, increase), 
 cost_of_funds (bank, increase), 
 pressure_from_competition (bank, decrease)] 

������������������
[economic_sentiment (bank, pessimistic)] 
 
+���������������
[debt_restructuring (bank, increase), 
 demand_for_loans (bank, increase), 
 cost_of_funds (bank, increase)], 
[economic_sentiment (bank, pessimistic)], 
[approval_of_loans (bank, tightened somewhat), 
  spread (bank, tightened somewhat)] 

����������-�.'/0��*���������������
 
(��"��������
[pressure_from_competition (bank, decrease), 
 demand_for_loans (bank, increase), 
 cost_of_funds (bank, increase)], 
 [economic_sentiment (bank, pessimistic)], 
 [approval_of_loans (bank, tightened somewhat), 
   spread (bank, tightened somewhat)] 
 
The interaction described above works as follows: a) 

when the 1st (more restrictive) procedure was carried 
out, no solution was found; b) when the 2nd (less restric-
tive) procedure was carried out using the 2nd similarity 
criterion, it was possible to reach a result (forecast) 
through adaptation of the decision specified in the pre-
viously existing case that has been selected.  



 

The adaptation procedure uses the method of substi-
tution by reinstatement of the predicate ������� ��
�%	
��!��by its synonym ���������������. This allows for a 
similarity to be reached within the criterion [0.7, 1], the 
interval defined for a solution to be considered. The 
similarity found (0.75) corresponds to the difference of 
one predicate (pressure from competition and debt re-
structuring).�

+'� 1�"��������
��2!������
The case bases contain the information reported in 

the quarterly surveys for 2003 and 2004. 
The evaluation of the system has been performed by 

comparing the predicted solution with the effective 
answers reported for the 1st and 2nd surveys of 2005. 

)�� ��������2!������

An analysis of the results for the problems presented 
in the first quarter of 2005, lead to the following inter-
pretations: 

The results point to an approximation between sys-
tem’s forecasts and the actual answers retrieved from the 
survey specifically as regards the decision for approval 
of loans (see figure 2). The differences regarding the 
credit conditions (the spread, maturity and collateral 
requirements) can to a certain extent be relativized, 
given the degree of similarity obtained for the solutions 
put forward by the system.  

The second quarter of 2005 shows a similar trend to 
the previous quarter and is characterised mainly by 
neutral prospects where the economic sentiment is con-
cerned and this is confirmed by the number of cases with 
optimistic/pessimistic reference. 

When the real cases from the first quarter are incor-
porated and the CBR system is executed again, the re-
sults show that the introduction of cases from the earlier 
quarter has a positive influence on the results of the 
second test. The introduction of new cases improves the 
quality of the system forecasts. 
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��&��#�9���Comparison between information reported and 

foreseen for the approval of loans – 1st quarter 2005 

The comparison of results obtained from the system 
and those reported through the survey indicates that 
decisions are similar, specifically regarding the criterion 
for approval of loans. The differences noted in some of 
the conditions for approval are relatively unimportant, 
and when they exist, they vary at most within one degree 
of the value of the tendency, which is not seen as sig-
nificant. 
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The purpose of this section is to assess the influence 
of a number of factors in the approval of loans. The tests 
were undertaken by selecting two of the factors deemed 
most relevant: pressure from competition and the cost of 
funds. 

When the possible influence of other criteria is ruled 
out, the results indicate that: 

The increase / decrease of the cost of funds implies a 
tightening / easing of credit standards applied to the 
approval of loan requests; 

The pressure from competition seems to lead to the 
same conclusion, but the influence is not so marked; 

The two factors combined, with opposing tendency, 
clearly reinforce the trend towards approval of loan 
requests. 

The increase in pressure from competition combined 
with decreasing cost of funds contributes to a less re-
strictive frame in the criterion for approval of loans. On 
the other hand, an increase in the cost of funds com-
bined with a decrease of the pressure from competition 
leads to a more restrictive frame in the criterion for 
approval of loans. 

4�� 3��
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The aim here was to test hypotheses for the subjective 
factor, i.e., to assess the role of the economic sentiment. 
Specifically, the idea is to understand to what extent the 
confidence or expectations of economic agents regard-
ing the economic cycle influence the decision.  

When the hypothesis is part of the problem it is pos-
sible to evaluate the importance of economic sentiment 
compared to the other factors. In this case, the results 
point to the influence of economic sentiment in the deci-
sion-making process. From the economic point of view, 
when the sentiment is neutral, the replies indicate a 
move towards a less restrictive approach to loan approv-
als. On the other hand, when economic sentiment wors-
ens (pessimistic or very pessimistic), the criterion for 
approval and the conditions for approval tighten consid-
erably. It can be concluded from this that economic 
sentiment outpaced other factors in the decision-making 
process. 

When the hypothesis is used with the idea of qualify-
ing the system forecast, it was possible to evaluate how 
the economic sentiment influences the decision In result, 
as would be natural, it is possible to verify that when the 
economic sentiment goes down, the criterion of approval 
of loans and the conditions applied to credit granting 
tend to get worse. 
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The results obtained lead to the conclusion that the 
system can forecast with considerable precision (90%) 
the decision of economic agents.  

The experiments with hypotheses also show that the 
economic sentiment play a decisive role in both consid-
ered segments (enterprises and households) regarding 
the criterion for loan approvals and the other conditions 
underlying credit granting. 

In terms of contributions towards further research, it 
is proposed a CBR approach to an economic area which 
is little understood and which is at present being studied 
by the Banco de Portugal and the Eurosystem. As for the 
specific approach based on CBR, a heuristic is proposed 
for the calculation of similarity between cases in the 
process of selecting previously existing cases analogous 
to the current problem specified to the system. Further-
more, in the search for solutions, a table of synonyms is 
used as support for adaptation of the decisions specified 
in previous cases.  

 
('� �!�!���&����

The work described in this paper is the basis upon 
which a system in the Economic Research Department 
of the Banco de Portugal will be developed in the near 
future. 

The system proposed can be used by any country in 
the euro area, or for the euro area as a whole. The sys-
tem to be developed will allow using the argument ���� 
to identify each of the institutions replying to the survey. 
In this situation, it will be possible to forecast the deci-
sions made by each institution and to study its behav-
iour. 

Some lines of research can be suggested for future 
development: 

 
)�� ,�����������
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- Compare the approach proposed in this study with 
situations put forward by other countries in the Eu-
rosystem, 

- Incorporate a temporal dimension in the system 
(quarters and years) to facilitate the interpretation 
of data in terms of economic cycles. 
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- Development of a graphical user interface, making 
the system more user-friendly for the economic 
analyst, 

-  The system may be extended to assists the eco-
nomic analysts in maintaining the case bases. 
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